Introduction
Possessing a huge heuristic potential, phonosemantics has given rise to numerous researches investigating its different aspects.
One of the new phonosemantic investigational directions which yet comprises a few works is the study of soundexpression at the text level. (Bartashova, 2010: 58) .
Nonce words most often presented through quasi-words compile a basis for the author's phonosemantic fund due to not only their lexical specificity, but also to the fact that they can be properly decoded by the recipient. According to G.I. Bogin, a famous researcher in hermeneutics, interpretation of a language sign occurs since "the linguistic persona acts as a dynamic set of huge experience gained through collective efforts both within the space of real, communicative and non-verbal thinking. It is not "pre-defined" associativity, but a socially determined reflectivity 
Theoretical framework
The researchers have quite a narrow margin of consensus on terms definitions explaining the phenomenon of new words creation -"nonce word", "neologism" and "potential word" - N. Sokalskaia has analyzed the titles of more than 100 researches on this problem from 1970s till the present time, and showed that the term "nonce word" accounts for 35% of all considered notions of new words within linguistic works (Sokalskaia, 2007) . Initially, the term was mentioned by N.I. Feldman in "Nonce words and lexicography": "As I see it, a nonce word is a word formed through linguistic low-productive or nonproductive model and also through occasional (speech) model to particular instances or for the purpose of common or artistic interaction.
Similar to a potential word, anonce word is a fact of speech, not of the language. In the same way I understand occasional form of the word" (Feldman, 1957) . it is easier to create a new word rather than to recollect a common one. Indeed, to create a new word is a tall task set as an intentional goal which finally appears to be hard-hitting. There is a specific poetics -a poetics of nonce words, and if we went beyond the word culture to search for parallels in other spheres of art, it would be clear, that they can be found in those artistic systems which are comprehended as new and avant-garde. The term "linguacreation" is closely linked to the notion of "language game" considered as "a set of gaming manipulations with the language,
i.e. with its lexical, grammatical and phonetical resources. There are occasional neologisms involvement, phonetic plays, sound patterns accentuation, alliteration, game use of graphics, consciously determined irregularities in spelling and punctuation; polyglottal, foreign and multilanguage inclusions which are not deliberately explained in the text, but they do enter into game relations with each other or with its main corpus" (Rakhimkulova, 1996: 134) .
Linguacreation can be considered not only in the sense of phonetic or lexical deviation, but also from the perspective of psycholinguistic.
The focus in this case is made on the notion of irrationality in author's creation, on encephalic asymmetry, or, to be more precise, on functional Voronin's classification (Voronin, 1982) relate to tonic-noisy continuants denoting a tonic-noisy non-impact, where together with a pure noisy non-impact one can find the shades of tonic The nonce form represents a compound word with two components: the first is beak means «клюв», the second one -buck -«самец оленя».
Thus, the nonce word beakbuck is characterized by a clear secondary motivation which gives an opportunity to "decode" its meaning -a creature that looks like a big deer with a beak. The phonetic structure of the word justifies this statement. A backlingual stop is often ascribed by a phonosemantic function to describe "sharpness" (Magnus, 1997; Voronin, 1982) .
The front and high vowel [i], which usually
symbolizes "something of a small size" (Voronin, 1982) , according to A.B. Mikhaliov's observation, can also express something "narrow", "sharp", "fast", particularly, when it is in a long position (Mikhaliov, 1995 Still, some researchers assume that the word initially means "jumping" and, thus, try to define its phonosemantic status (Likhomanova, 1986) . Grindylow is a nonce noun which nominates a small horned demon living underwater in Ireland, which likes cracking his long fingers (form J. Rowling's "Harry Potter and the prisoner of Azkaban"). The first nonce element is recognized as a sound imitation of "tension" (Voronin, 1982; Bartashova, 1987) and represents a dental- Besides, as it has been described in the book, this creature sits in an aquarium and groans: that the author has tried to express in the auslaut position through a tonic non-impact effect which can be reflected by different phonosemantic means (there is no precise canonic model for a tonic non-impact reflection). However, numerous languages are marked by the use of a long labial sound to express that effect (e.g. eng. hoot means «кричать, ухать»). Following S.V. Voronin, "… its quite enough within the imitation to produce one sound /u:/ or /o:/, when it becomes clear that we think of a low tonic non-impact sound expression -humming or crying and etc." (Voronin, 1982: 49) .
The fact that Grindylow lives under the water and, thus, is slimy may well be expressed through a constrictive sonant [l] , which, according to A.B. Mikhaliov, has the phonosemantic meaning of "glib", "slimy", "gluey" or "light".
Most notably, despite the fact that this demon viciously cracks his fingers and groans, the reader understands that it has a small size, since the author uses a diminutive form. As Ye.A.Shamina assumes, the application of shortness in diminutive proper names is significant, since many phonosemantists note, that shortness is often considered to be phonosemantically valence and expresses the idea of something small and, consequently, can be used to describe pejoration.
Thus, the author's nonce word has given a way to think that by using sound imitative and sound symbolic functions of phonostemes J. Rowling has managed to create an image of fiction creature so as the phonostemes' semantics provide readers with an opportunity to produce it clearly in their imagination.
Scabbers is a nonce noun used in "Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone" by J. Thus, the use of primary-motivated lexeme shrivel meaning "shrinking" which is phonosemantically reflected by sr-in anlaut in the secondary nonce nomination allows the author to "depict" a shriveling rustling magic plant.
Further, such phonetic nonce words penetrate another literary work -"Winnie-The-Pooh and All, All, All" by A.A. Milne.
H-hup! is a phonetic nonce word which
Milne introduces to describe a sound by a little jumping Roo and also for his jumps per se. By its phonetic structure it can be classified as a short The formant le-also performs the phonosemantic function and represents the phonosemantic instrument to express the meaning of interativity and yet of the corresponded meanings of plurality, length and intensity (Bartko, 1992) .Thus, the nonce word's phonetic structure allows suggesting that Woozle is a big animal which produces constant whistling. It is likely to assume that this very idea underlines the author's linguacreativity within the process of the character's description.
Wizzle is a small animal created by Piglet, but not less frightful than Woozle. The readers imagine Wizzle as a small creature, since in this nonce word the phonosemantic function is performed by the front vowel [i] which is often used to show something small (Mikhaliov, 1995; Voronin, 1982) . Similar to the previous example, Slithytoves is a nonce word combination used by the author in "Jabberwocky". According to M. There is another possible interpretation of the phonosemantic structure. L. A. Likhomanova analyzes creep as a sound symbolic nomination for the non-linear movement meaning "crawling as a snake" (Likhomanova, 1986) . It is likely that both of these meaning are etymologically interconnected, as when something crawls it can also produce a certain crack. Anyway, the use of phonosemantic function implied in kr-gives the author a way to create the nonce word meaning "cracking and frightening". The main phonosemantic function performed by labials is to symbolize something round and big (Voronin, 1982) .The labial dental constrictive
[f] gives an additional shade to the character's image, being due to its articulatorily acoustic features, an expression of the air stream -this big dwarf probably puffs while moving. Thus, in this nonce word the author uses maximum means symbolizing something "round", "big" and consequently, makes the meaning quite clear.
Conclusion
The words in order to add more expressivity to s/his work involving the reader into a language game. Creating a nonce word the author usually expects that it would be adequately perceived and decoded by the reader. In the case of phonosemantic nonce words it comes to be possible only due to the fact that the phoneme's phonosemantic potential lies in the language users' phonosemantic fund.
